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This study finds that the comprehensive development degree (CDD) of the finance subsystem is less fluctuated than that of the air environment subsystem, and both subsystems share similarities in spatial distributions. The coupling coordination degrees (CCD) keep fluctuating with varied development directions and extents in different regions; besides, the eastern regions are higher than the western ones for the coupling coordination degrees. In the next years, the coordination degrees of the regions will have different tendencies: despite of the former fluctuation trends, regions in the coordination range will have upward trends, while those in the transition range will be likely to decline. The results are useful in proposing corresponding measures to promote the coordination development between finance and air environment.

1. Introduction

The finance industry has complicated interactions with the air environment, which has attracted widespread attentions [1–3]. Finance growth is related to the improvement of air environment [4]; a benign air environment is fundamental during the finance development process; therefore, by improving the air quality, the financial industry can be developed [5]. Besides, the attractive air environment contributes to the optimized geographical layout or distributions of the finance industry [6]. Furthermore, finance is also vulnerable to the poor air environment such as haze and fogs [7]. On the contrary, finance has significant impacts on the air environment. When finance is orderly concentrated and developed, it will help improve the quality of the air [8]; otherwise, it is likely to lead to air environmental problems such as air pollution and haze via various approaches or activities [9–14]. Therefore, it is significant to explore the mutual coordination mechanism of finance and air environment and find applicable approaches to achieve their growth with coordination. This study firstly establishes an evaluation index of finance and air environment by analyzing their coupling coordination mechanism; secondly, it usesIEW-TOPSIS to analyze CDD and CCD between finance and air environment based on the coupling coordination degree model; and thirdly, it predicts the future CCD and proposes specific measures based on the grey prediction model. The study mainly wants to (1) discover and compare the development statuses of the finance and the air environment subsystems, respectively, in the Zone for the decade, (2) explore the CCD of the system, and (3) formulate policies for the future development of the finance and the air environment.

2. Literature Review

Finance is defined as economic activities including currency issuance, loans, deposits, exchange transactions, circulation of securities, trust, domestic and international currency payment, and settlement [15–17]. Air environment refers to the functions of the atmosphere that provides stable ecological services for human activities [18] and reflects the status of the ecological environment and the effects of human activities. Though finance and air environment share some of the same elements (such as the outcomes of human
activities), they are naturally not the same thing as the finance is a kind of specific tertiary industry and the air environment is a kind of ecosystem [19].

2.1. Impact of Finance on Air Environment. The finance is highly related to the air environment; the finance has both negative and positive impacts on the air environment. For the aspect of the negative effects, financial activities have caused pressure and serious adverse effects on the air environment, such as deteriorating air quality and the air pollution caused by the lack of funds for environmental governance [20]. In addition, financial activities such as credit and financing have increased the scale of industrial productions which indirectly increase greenhouse gas emissions [21]. Finance activities change the approaches and scales of investments into the energy consumptions [22], and the investments into the traditional energy fields inevitably lead to climate changes and increase the burden on the air environment protection. Finance changes energy consumptions by expanding industrial productions and by adjusting industrial structures [23, 24], both of which clearly explain how finance affects the air environment [25, 26].

At the same time, some studies have demonstrated the benefits of finance to the air environment. Finance stimulates changes of the air environment in a positive way and has positive impacts on the air environment [6]. For example, financial institutions can provide financial services to the real economy enterprises who can manufacture waste gas treatment facilities so that the air pollution control can be better realized [27]. In addition, finance itself is considered as a green industry [28], which helps to optimize the industrial structure and update economic functions and which is more conducive to the air environment protection [29–31]. Regional examples centered on the financial centers (Shenzhen, Shanghai, etc.) show that as a new economic growth approach, finance can help the renewal of urban functions and protect the air environment [32, 33].

2.2. Impact of Air Environment on the Finance. Increasing research also finds that the air environment has positive and negative effects on finance. On the one hand, the poor air environment, which is not adapted to the finance development, has negative impacts on the local finance; it is proved that local governments and people are more likely to reduce enthusiasm for financial activities and decrease the willingness of financial investment in the air-polluted regions [34, 35]. Furthermore, air environment problems lead to the disease spread and dissatisfaction of the financial practitioners, which decrease the competitiveness and attractiveness of the local finance industry [36]. Air environment-related problems undermine the vitality of financial activities and hinder the sustainable development of finance.

On the other hand, finance can be promoted and supported by the air environment enhancement. The basis for improving air environment is to strengthen the construction of the environment-related infrastructure, use cleaner energy, adopt air environmental protection technology, and optimize the industrial structure; such activities indirectly stimulate the development of the financial industry [20, 37]. In addition, good images of the air environment help to attract financial participants, enhance the competitiveness of the local finance, and promote the rapid development of finance. What is more, regions with good air environment have strong finance, economic, and demographic appeals [38]. Various programs have been launched in different regions to increase the quality of air environment and finance competitiveness; regions with good air environment have become well-recognized financial centers [39]. For example, the air environment of Shenzhen has a strong appeal to finance, and now, Shenzhen has become one of the popular financial centers in China.

2.3. Coupling Coordination between Finance and Air Environment. Obviously, the mutual interactions between finance and air environment are complicated because they support and restrict each other [40]. Coupling coordination is an effective approach to analyze the mutual correlations of finance and air environment and reflect the whole finance-air environment system’s evolution tendency to be ordered and harmonious [41]. Currently, there are studies focusing on the coupling coordination of different industry sectors (such as tourism, international trade, and economic industries) with the air environment [6, 27, 42]; however, there is still a lot of work to discover the coordination interaction mechanism of finance and air environment because their coupling coordination relationship is important in both theory and practice. Besides, currently, the coupling coordination relationship between them lacks suitable coordination theoretical mechanisms and widely accepted indicators to accurately measure. In addition, current studies mainly select one individual sample as the research case so that the temporal and spatial comparisons among different regions are usually ignored. Therefore, a more in-depth research on the comparisons of coupling coordination between the two subsystems of finance and air environment among different regions needs to be conducted [28].

3. Study Area

The Zone is a national strategic zone in China, which is defined as an economic zone with global influences and a leading demonstration zone for ecological environment enhancement and society sustainable development. It includes 11 regions, namely, Anhui (ANH), Chongqing (CHO), Guizhou (GUI), Hubei (HUB), Hunan (HUN), Jiangsu (JJS), Jiangxi (JIX), Shanghai (SHA), Sichuan (SIC), Yunnan (YUN), and Zhejiang (ZHE). It is a representative in China as it covers over 40% of the GDP and 32% of the provincial regions in China. Besides, it is focusing on environmental governance and finance growth these years, and how these two subsystems interact with each other is one of the key issues for the sustainability of the Zone. Furthermore, there are great differences temporally and spatially among regions in the Zone so that the in-depth research of the Zone is a good reference for other places to enhance
coordination development between finance and air environment.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Coupling Coordination Mechanism and Evaluation Index. It is obvious to find that the subsystem of finance has complex interactions with the subsystem of air environment. The finance supports better air governance and protection and at the same time, undermines the air environment through certain financial resource allocations or activities. Besides, a good air environment also supports the financial development with high quality and optimize financial industry structures, while the polluted air environment can restrict the future enhancement of finance competitiveness and attractiveness. Therefore, finance and air environment have correlation relationships, and they share the coupling coordination mechanism [43]. Finance and air environment are two subsystems, which together form the finance-air environment coupling coordination system. The detailed coordination mechanism of coupling is shown in Figure 1.

According to this mechanism, this study sets up the evaluation index to measure the coupling coordination interactions of the two subsystems. This paper firstly selects indicators for the two subsystems, respectively, based on previous studies [6, 20, 27, 28, 44–51]. Secondly, the paper screens the data with several principles: (1) the data should represent the key components of the subsystems of the finance and the air environment; (2) indicators should be simple and easy to understand in order to reduce multicollinearity; and (3) the data can be continuously obtained [20, 49]. Thirdly, through tests of correlation coefficients and significance, key indicators are selected to better illustrate the coupling coordination interactions between them. Hence, the evaluation index is constructed, which consists of two subsystems, six aspects, and nineteen indicators (Table 1). The detailed explanations of the aspects and indicators of the two subsystems and the calculation equations of certain indicators are shown in Table 1.

For the finance subsystem [6, 27, 44–47, 49], the finance scale aspect measures the actual amount of this industry, represented by the number of employees in the financial industry, total deposits and loans of the year, and the added value of this industry. The second aspect is the finance structure, which represents the performance quality of the industry, including financial correlation rate, insurance depth, financial concentrations, and loan structures. The finance efficiency aspect measures whether the financial industry operates efficiently by evaluating the input and output ratios, including insurance density, insurance payout ratio, and deposit-loan ratio of financial institutions. For the air environment subsystem, three aspects are formed [20, 28, 47, 48, 50, 51]. The aspect of the air environment pressure mainly refers to the air pollution, including the emissions of the air pollutants, such as smoke and dust, nitrogen oxide, and Sulphur dioxide. Air environment status aspect demonstrates the evolution and situations of the air environment, which are represented by the number of days with good air and the concentrations of the air pollutants, such as nitrogen oxide, inhalable particles, and sulphur dioxide. The air environment response aspect demonstrates the activities of human beings to achieve benign air governance; there are two indicators: the financial investments in air governance and the treatment capacity of the waste gas.

4.2. Data Processing and Calculation of CDD. The data are mainly from the following yearbooks of China which guarantee the objectivity of the data: Environmental Statistical Yearbook, Finance Yearbook, Region Statistical Yearbook, and Statistical Yearbook.

(1) Normalize the data (use the first formula for the positive indicators and the second for the negative). \( x_{ij} \) is the matrix X of alternative i and indicator j among all the regions in the statistical decade. \( x' = (x'_{ij})_{m \times n} \) is the normalized matrix range.

\[
x'_{ij} = \frac{x_{ij}}{\sum_{i=1}^{m} x_{ij}}, \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, m; \quad j = 1, 2, \ldots, n.
\]

(2) Calculate the weight \( W_j \):

\[
W_j = \frac{1 - P_j}{n - \sum_{j=1}^{n} P_j}, \quad j = 1, 2, \ldots, n,
\]

where \( f_{ij} \) is to guarantee the significance and \( f_{ij} = (1 + x'_{ij}/\sum_{i=1}^{m} (1 + x''_{ij})) \); \( P_j \) is the information entropy of the range and \( P_j = - (\sum_{i=1}^{m} f_{ij} \ln f_{ij}) \), \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, m; \quad j = 1, 2, \ldots, n \).

(3) Calculate the ideal positive solution (PS) and the negative solution (NS):

\[
PS = \left( \max_{1 \leq i \leq m} x_{11}, \max_{1 \leq i \leq m} x_{12}, \ldots, \max_{1 \leq i \leq m} x_{1n} \right),
\]

\[
NS = \left( \min_{1 \leq i \leq m} x_{11}, \min_{1 \leq i \leq m} x_{12}, \ldots, \min_{1 \leq i \leq m} x_{1n} \right).
\]

(4) Calculate CDD:

\[
CDD = \frac{\sqrt{\sum_{j=1}^{n} W_j (x_{ij} - NS)^2}}{\sqrt{\sum_{j=1}^{n} W_j (x_{ij} - PS)^2 + \sum_{j=1}^{n} W_j (x_{ij} - NS)^2}}, \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, m.
\]

(5) Establish the evaluation grade of CDD (Table 2).

4.3. Calculation and Prediction of CCD

(1) CDD (Fin) is the CDD of the finance; CDD (Air) is the CDD of the air environment; \( \theta \) and \( \rho \) are coefficients of the two subsystems, respectively, which demonstrate the subsystems’ contributions to the
As both subsystems are equally important in the contribution to the system, we hereby define $\theta = \rho = 0.5$ \[52\]; calculate the system’s CCD:

$$
\text{CCD} = \left\{ \frac{\text{CDD}(\text{Fin}) \times \text{CDD}(\text{Air})}{\left( \text{CDD}(\text{Fin}) + \text{CDD}(\text{Air})/2 \right)^2} \right\}^{1/2} \times [\theta \text{CDD}(\text{Fin}) + \rho \text{CDD}(\text{Air})].
$$

(2) Categorize CCD (Table 3).

(3) For the original time series $X_0 = \{x_0(1), x_0(2), \ldots, x_0(n)\}$, accumulate the original sequence $x_1(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{t} x_0(i)$ to get a new sequence $X_1 = \{x_1(1), x_1(2), \ldots, x_1(n)\}$ ($\nu$: grey development value and $\varphi$: grey endogenous control value).

$$
\varphi = \frac{dx_1(t)}{dt} + \nu x_1(t).
$$

(4) Calculate $\bar{a} = \langle \psi \varphi \rangle = (V^TV)^{-1}VB$, $V = [-Z_1(2), -Z_1(3), \ldots, -Z_1(n), 1, 1, \ldots, 1]^T$, and $B = [x_0(2), \ldots, x_0(n)]^T$; then, construct the prediction model:
5. Results and Discussion

5.1. Discussion of CDD.

Figure 2 and Table 4 show the temporal evolution of CDD for the finance subsystem in the Zone. In general, most regions are at the status of “general” (0.25 to 0.5) and keep relatively gentle fluctuating. Among them, 11 regions’ CDDs can be divided into 3 grades according to the temporal evolvement. (1) For the grade “good” (0.5 to 0.75), there were three regions: Zhejiang, Jiangsu, and Shanghai. In detail, Jiangsu mildly increased whereas the rest two were both declining in CDD. Jiangsu’s CDD rose from the grade “good” (0.5 to 0.75) to “excellent” (0.75 to 1) from 2009 to 2018 mainly because Jiangsu had strong economic foundations and supporting policies to accelerate finance development. On the contrary, the decline of CDD in Zhejiang was quite obvious: it declined from 0.749 in 2011 (close to the grade “excellent” (0.75 to 1) to 0.549 in 2018 (close to the grade “general”); this was mainly because the speed of Zhejiang’s finance development was slower than that of the comprehensive economic growth. (2) For the grade “general” (0.25 to 0.5), there were 6 regions. Anhui, Hubei, and Sichuan maintained mild upward trends, whereas the CDDs in Yunnan, Hunan, and Chongqing were mildly declining; Yunnan witnessed a relatively obvious decline from the “general” grade (0.25 to 0.5) in 2009 to the “poor” grade (0 to 0.25) in 2018; thus, it is necessary to expand finance scale and promote financial growth. (3) For the grade “poor” (0 to 0.25), there were Jiangxi and Guizhou, who needed to implement relevant policies to support finance development and accelerate financial structure improvement.

Figure 3 and Table 5 show the temporal evolution of CDD for the air environment. It is clear to see that the air environment CDDs in the Zone are more fluctuated than those of the finance subsystem. The air environment CDDs can be divided into three grades. (1) The first grade “excellent” (0.75 to 1) only included Anhui, which maintained a rapid growth with fluctuations: its CDD rose from the grade “general” (0 to 0.25) in 2012 to the grade “excellent” (0.75 to 1) in 2018 with relatively large fluctuations (obvious decreases in 2012 and 2015). The obvious leapfrog growth was mainly due to Anhui’s increasing investment in air environment governance and upgrading of the industrial structures with sustainability, though such actions were not always continuous so that the CDD fluctuated. (2) The second grade “general” (0.25 to 0.5) included 9 regions. Most of them witnessed huge fluctuations: Yunnan and Jiangsu fluctuated between “general” (0.25 to 0.5) and “excellent” (0.75 to 1); Zhejiang and Hubei between “poor” (0 to 0.25) and “good” (0.5 to 0.75). This was mainly because of the inequality of investments of air governance among the years. (3) The third grade is “poor” (0 to 0.25), including Chongqing only. It fluctuated between the grade “poor” and “general,” and the lower CDD of it demonstrated that it should strengthen the construction of air treatment facilities and pay attention to improving the effectiveness of air environment governance.

The average grades of CDD for these two subsystems are shown in Figure 4 for spatial analysis. There is a similarity for the distributions of the CDDs. The eastern regions were higher than the rest regions for both subsystems. In detail, in the finance subsystem, due to the advantages of the foundation of the financial industry, economic development, population concentrations, etc., the CDDs in the eastern regions (Jiangsu, Shanghai, and Zhejiang) were much higher; on the contrary, due to the relative lower population attractiveness and financial development basics, middle and western regions had lower CDD, which was more apparent in Jiangxi and Guizhou. In the air environment subsystem, the situation is similar; the east had higher CDD (Jiangsu), while the west was lower (Chongqing). Such differences demonstrated the spatial inequality of air governance investments.

5.2. Discussion of CDD.

Figure 5 and Table 6 show the temporal evolution of the CDD. In general, most regions kept the fluctuations, though the directions vary. (1) Anhui.
had a delightful increase in CCD. It increased from reluctant coordination (0.5–0.6) in 2009 to intermediate coordination (0.7–0.8) in 2018 with relatively rapid growth, which was mainly due to the rapid improvement of its finance structure and scale and the improved air environmental response effectiveness. (2) Five regions faced decline within the different ranges with various fluctuation amplitudes. For instance, Shanghai mildly declined to the category of primary coordination (0.6–0.7) from the category of intermediate coordination (0.7–0.8), and Guizhou mildly dropped from the transition range (0.4–0.6) to the incoordination range (0–0.4); compared with them, Jiangsu and
Zhejiang had more drastic fluctuations. Though these regions had different statuses of finance-air environment coordination development; such declines demonstrated the less and less imbalanced coordination development between the two subsystems. (3) The rest 5 regions had mild fluctuations within the transition range, including Jiangxi, 

Table 5: CDD of air environment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANH</td>
<td>0.293</td>
<td>0.567</td>
<td>0.537</td>
<td>0.169</td>
<td>0.455</td>
<td>0.543</td>
<td>0.344</td>
<td>0.496</td>
<td>0.661</td>
<td>0.858</td>
<td>General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHO</td>
<td>0.290</td>
<td>0.303</td>
<td>0.240</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td>0.180</td>
<td>0.336</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>0.319</td>
<td>0.302</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUI</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td>0.304</td>
<td>0.259</td>
<td>0.207</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td>0.336</td>
<td>0.389</td>
<td>0.359</td>
<td>0.264</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUB</td>
<td>0.245</td>
<td>0.575</td>
<td>0.501</td>
<td>0.158</td>
<td>0.385</td>
<td>0.436</td>
<td>0.482</td>
<td>0.366</td>
<td>0.492</td>
<td>0.433</td>
<td>General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUN</td>
<td>0.288</td>
<td>0.399</td>
<td>0.361</td>
<td>0.221</td>
<td>0.390</td>
<td>0.349</td>
<td>0.380</td>
<td>0.310</td>
<td>0.278</td>
<td>0.315</td>
<td>General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIS</td>
<td>0.427</td>
<td>0.470</td>
<td>0.354</td>
<td>0.451</td>
<td>0.805</td>
<td>0.851</td>
<td>0.785</td>
<td>0.818</td>
<td>0.475</td>
<td>0.322</td>
<td>0.576 Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIX</td>
<td>0.189</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>0.264</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>0.221</td>
<td>0.338</td>
<td>0.471</td>
<td>0.322</td>
<td>0.331</td>
<td>0.282</td>
<td>0.288 General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA</td>
<td>0.381</td>
<td>0.371</td>
<td>0.297</td>
<td>0.179</td>
<td>0.148</td>
<td>0.328</td>
<td>0.328</td>
<td>0.282</td>
<td>0.377</td>
<td>0.237</td>
<td>0.291 General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIC</td>
<td>0.732</td>
<td>0.322</td>
<td>0.311</td>
<td>0.269</td>
<td>0.313</td>
<td>0.399</td>
<td>0.331</td>
<td>0.222</td>
<td>0.166</td>
<td>0.287</td>
<td>0.335 General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YUN</td>
<td>0.259</td>
<td>0.469</td>
<td>0.337</td>
<td>0.823</td>
<td>0.302</td>
<td>0.319</td>
<td>0.411</td>
<td>0.408</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>0.247</td>
<td>0.382 General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZHE</td>
<td>0.187</td>
<td>0.377</td>
<td>0.238</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>0.601</td>
<td>0.515</td>
<td>0.616</td>
<td>0.646</td>
<td>0.574</td>
<td>0.315</td>
<td>0.426 General</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Spatial distribution of CDD: (a) finance CDD; (b) air environment CDD.

Figure 5: Temporal evolution of CCD.
Figure 6 shows the spatial evolution of CCD. In general, the CCDs have intermediate imbalances among and within different parts. There are two detailed findings. (1) The CCDs in the eastern regions (Shanghai, Jiangsu, and Zhejiang) were the highest, whereas those in the western regions (Sichuan, Chongqing, Guizhou, and Yunnan) were relatively lower. The three eastern regions were higher mainly because they had more advanced financial basis and efficiencies, complete industrial structures, competitiveness in attracting talents, and investment in air environmental governance, which guarantee the benign coordination between finance and air environment. On the contrary, the western regions were relatively lower in CCD mainly because of the weak finance scale and efficiency, the imbalanced financial structures, the fragile status of air environment, and the poor investment in air governance. Besides, in the middle part, these regions (Hubei, Hunan, and Jiangxi) perform average in CCD: worse than the east while better than the west. (2) The northern regions were higher than the southern regions in CCD. This is applicable for the eastern, middle, and western parts. For instance, Jiangsu in the eastern part, Hubei in the middle part, and Sichuan in the western part were higher in CCD than the southern regions within the corresponding parts, respectively. This was possibly because of the geographical advantages in the northern regions: there were more flatlands which were easier for the development of the financial industry.

5.3. Predictions of CCD. Table 7 shows the predictions of CCD in the Zone. The data passed the accuracy tests and can be used for further predictions.

The tendencies of the CCD will be different as in the past ten years. In general, the tendency will mainly be “making the strong stronger and the weak weaker”: most regions in the coordination range will stop the decline tendencies and have benign trends, while those in the transition range will mostly face the tendency of decline. (1) For the regions in the coordination range, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, and Hubei will have the positive direction from decrease to increase, while Anhui and Shanghai will continue the former evolution patterns, though Anhui is upward whereas Shanghai is downward. Among them, Jiangsu will grow from the intermediate coordination category (0.7 to 0.8) to the high coordination category (0.8 to 1); Zhejiang will be promoted to the category of intermediate coordination (0.7 to 0.8) from the category of primary coordination (0.6 to 0.7). (2) For the regions in the transition range, most of them will decline in the value of CCD for the next three years. The only exception is Jiangxi which will have a little increase in CCD. Obviously, the decline of CCD is not a good sign for these regions, so relevant measures should be taken to prevent the CCD from declining.

6. Measures

For the regions in the Zone, the CCD of the finance-air environment system has significant differences temporally and spatially; therefore, sustainable finance growth and air environment governance are crucial to the integrated development of the Zone. Based on these, the following measures, which are also applicable for other regions with similar status for references, are specifically proposed in this study.

For the western regions where the CCDs are low with the declining trends, they need to do more to develop the finance industry and air environment governance so that the leapfrog coordination development between them can be achieved. (1) Learn from the advanced regions and copy the working methodologies with proper adjustments; for example, local governments can initiate talent-exchange programs, set up human resource training programs, and gain governors’ skills and capabilities of governance in finance and air environment. (2) Make use of national supporting strategies to develop finance and air environment governance comprehensively, for example, the Belt and Road Initiative, the policy of environmental governance, and the strategy of the Yangtze River Economic Zone Development can be efficiently used to enhance the coordination development of the two subsystems for these regions.

For the eastern regions where the CCDs are high with the declining trends, efforts are needed to prevent further decline and to keep the CCD at the coordination status. There are certain specific countermeasures. (1) Innovate new approaches to promote financial growth, for instance, initiate new talent introduction programs to increase the attractiveness for financial talents by highlighting improving air...
Figure 6: Continued.
environment; take advantages of technology (blockchains, artificial intelligence, etc.) to stimulate the upgrade of the finance structure and efficiency. (2) Invest more in the air environment governance by utilizing the financial tools effectively and efficiently, for instance, concentrate financial investments on the programs with low air pollutions, and provide more convenient services to air environment friendly industries.

For the regions where the fluctuations are relatively stable without drastic increase or decline, effective endeavors are required to improve the coordination development. (1) Consider the limiting factors of the coordination development, try to achieve breakthroughs, and improve the coordination to the higher status, for instance, introduce local incentive policies to make up for the deficiencies, expand the scale of the finance, optimize financial structures, increase the investment scale in air environment governance, and better control air pollution. (2) Form regional and industrial alliances to achieve coordination development, for example, the southern regions can form strategic alliances with the northern advanced regions; thus, the coordinated cooperation can be realized.

7. Conclusions

Taking the regions in the Zone as examples, this study measures and predicts temporally and spatially the coupling coordination status of the finance-air environment system. The conclusions are as follows:

(1) Temporally speaking, the CDD of finance is less fluctuated than that of the air environment. Spatially, the CDDs of the two subsystems have similarities: higher in the east while lower in the west.

(2) Temporally, most regions keep fluctuations of CDD, though the directions and extents of fluctuations vary. Spatially, the distributions of CDD are imbalanced with eastern and northern regions, relatively higher.

(3) The next three years will see the different trends of CDD. Most regions in the coordination range will have benign trends, while those in the transition range will be likely to decline.

There are several highlights:

(1) This paper analyzes the coupling coordination mechanism between finance and air environment and establishes the evaluation index to measure the coupling coordination development between them, which deepens the understanding of the coordination correlations of finance and air environment.

(2) Utilizing the regions of the Zone as examples, this paper measures the CDD and CCD of the finance-air environment system from both temporal and spatial perspectives, which realize the dynamical cross-regional coordination comparisons between finance and air environment.

(3) The countermeasures according to the evolvement and the predictions of the CDD are effective for the related regions and other places with similar situations to take corresponding actions to enhance the coupling coordination status of the finance-air environment system.
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